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Using Gaussian processes to treat model defects in support of nuclear data evaluation

A large part of the presentation is 
based on work performed by J. 
Hansson, G.Schnabel and P.Helgesson
when they were active at Uppsala 
University
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All models are wrong, but some are 
usefull
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Example of a model defect: Note that the uncertainty of 
the model does not cover the physical reality. 
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Example from Fe-56
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Plenty of evidence in literature that 
model defects deteriorate Nuclear 
Data evaluations if not accounted for. 



Can we treat model 
defects using Gaussian 

Processes? 
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Treating model defects with GP
• Standard treatment of model defect: ( ); ;   m mj j Pf Gy E β ε ε ε= + + 

( )( ), 0; , '; ,m prior GP E E Aε κ λ

mε Prior
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Hyper parameters
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Hyper parameters  (A, λ) 
determined by 
• Marginal Likelihood Optimization
• Cross-validation 

A

λmε
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Solution 1:  Treating model defects 
adding GP on the observable

• New model: ( ) ,;j m posteriorf E β ε+
mε

• None parametric
• Closed form solution  
• Flexibility in choice of covariance. 
• Account for data uncertainties 

Posterior
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Nuclear model (TALYS) on (26−FE−56(N,P)25−MN−56
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• The model                          describes the data well ( );j mf E β ε+
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Problem
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• Hard to integrate in a full evaluation (sum rules)
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Solution 2:
GP in the parameter domain

• Energy-dependent parameters1,2 around ‘global’ parameters β
• The energy-dependence modeled with GP

𝑦𝑦𝑗𝑗 = 𝑓𝑓 𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗 ;𝛃𝛃 + 𝛅𝛅(𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗) + 𝜀𝜀 ; 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖(𝐸𝐸) ∼ 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

• At each E: 
– Consistent physics
– Meaningful 

parameters
– Extrapolation to other

isotopes? 

[1] P. Helgesson and H. Sjöstrand, “Treating model defects by fitting smoothly varying model parameters: Energy dependence in nuclear data evaluation,” Annals of Nuclear Energy, vol. 120, pp. 35–
47, Oct. 2018, doi: 10.1016/j.anucene.2018.05.026.
[2] G. Schnabel, H. Sjöstrand, J. Hansson, D. Rochman, A. Koning, and R. Capote, “Conception and Software Implementation of a Nuclear Data Evaluation Pipeline,” Nuclear Data Sheets, vol. 173, pp. 
239–284, Mar. 2021, doi: 10.1016/j.nds.2021.04.007.
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• The system gives flexibility to 
• parameter best estimate
• parameter uncertainty

• Data at a certain energy will not fully constrain the 
model at all energies. 

Observation
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Reproduces data…

but… 18

(26−FE−56(N,P)25−MN−56



Parameter variations 

• Rapid variations in parameters
• Possibly to small uncertainties  
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Solution 3: Combining the methods

( )( );j j j mEy f E β εδ ε= + + +mε prior
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Regression:  

( )( ); jjf E Eβ δ+

Model used: 



Observation 1

( )( );j j j mEy f E β εδ ε= + + +

• Adding also a GP on the 
observable side ‘favors’ the 
orginal model: 
Mostly small updates of the 

original model
• ‘Smoother’ behavior 

( )( );j j jEy f E β δ ε= + +
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( );jf E β



Observation 2

• Still reproduces data
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Technical detail: On computational 
cost 

Vanilla gaussian processes scale poorly with data O(n^3)

Solutions: Data reduction or approximate model

Approximate model: 
- m pseudo inputs z 
- evaluate k(z,z')
- linear interpolation to data points 

Integrates smoothly and takes full advantage of existing pipeline 
software

Linear mapping matrices are sparse, i.e., fast computations

Care has to be taken to choose z such that features of the data 
are captured by the grid, i.e., not too sparse
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General remark
• Using Machine Learning algorithms to treat model 

defects instead of replacing the entire physical model 
with a ML algorithm 
– Keeps most of the physics
– Retains the possibility to learn physics
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Resonances, a special case of 
‘model-defects’
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Data with uncertainty for 26-FE-56(N,TOT). Reasonable fits in 
the region 1 to 5 MeV is challenging.



A Gaussian process to model the 
data
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Replace data with Pseudo-data
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Goal: More stable fits of physical model, even where the 
model is affected by resonances. 



Conclusions
• Model defects are a problem in nuclear data evaluation 

(and many other domains!)
• GP can be used to treat model defects

1. Adding GP on the observable
2. GP in parameter domain 
3. GP parameter domain + GP prior on observable.

• Retains more of the model. 
• Hypothesis: less sensitive to errors in exp. cov.

• First test on using GP to ‘treat’ resonance data

28Thank you for your attention !
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